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50TH ANNIVERSARY OF
PEOPLES' FRIENDSHIP UNIVERSITY OF RUSSIA
February 5th, 2010 is the 50th anniversary of Peoples' Friendship University of
Russia (PFUR). In these years, PFUR has be ome one of the largest edu ational and
s ienti enters with world-wide re ognition. Its 60 thousand graduates, in luding
4500 andidates and do tors of s ien e (holders of PhD and DS degrees), work in
170 ountries of the world. Many graduates of the University are state and publi
gures of their ountries, heads of large ompanies and edu ational and s ienti
institutions in Russia, the CIS ountries, as well as in the ountries of Asia, Afri a,
and Latin Ameri a.
Presently, PFUR and its bran hes are training about 30 thousand undergraduate
and post-graduate students from 139 ountries of the world, among them
representatives of about 500 nationalities and 5200 foreign itizens.
The fa ulty of physi s, mathemati s and natural s ien es is one of the oldest
at the University. Till present about four and a half thousand mathemati ians,
physi ists and hemists from 93 ountries had graduated from the fa ulty. Graduates
of the fa ulty have established s ienti and tea hing departments in resear h enters
and institutions for higher edu ation in many ountries (Mexi o, Rwanda, Peru,
Colombia, et ). These have fa ilitated the formation and development of s ienti
resear h and higher edu ation in these states.
The rst mathemati al departments to be opened at PFUR were the department
of dierential equations and fun tional analysis and the department of algebra
and geometry. These were headed by prominent s ientists-mathemati ians who had
been invited from the Lomonosov Mos ow State University: Professor L.E. Elsgolts
and Professor V.V. Ryzhkov. Among the well-known mathemati ians who have
greatly ontributed to the work of the mathemati al departments, several deserve
spe ial mention: Professors D.P. Zhelobenko, V.N. Maslennikova, V.I. Rozhkov,
L.V. Sabinin, P.P. Bo harov, V.I. Burenkov. Among the urrent professors
of mathemati s are world re ognised experts G.P. Basharin, A.V. Faminskii,
V.M. Filippov (Re tor of PFUR), M.L. Goldman, G.A. Kalyabin, E.B. Laneev,
Yu.T. Lisitsa, V.M. Sav hin, M.F. Sukhinin and others.
Currently several departments at the fa ulty are tea hing mathemati s. These
are the department of mathemati al analysis and theory of fun tions, headed
by the orresponding member of the Russian A ademy of S ien es Professor
V.D. Stepanov; the department of dierential equations and mathemati al physi s,
headed by Professor A.L. Skuba hevsky; the department of nonlinear analysis and
optimization, headed by Professor A.V. Arutyunov; and the department of higher
mathemati s, whi h provides mathemati s ourses to other fa ulties, headed by
Professor V.I. Mikheyev.
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The semi- entennial anniversary of PFUR will be widely marked in tens of
ountries around the world, as well as in various regions of Russia. The Editorial
Board of the Eurasian Mathemati al Journal ongratulates PFUR, one of its
founders, the fa ulty of physi s, mathemati s and natural s ien es, and in parti ular
the mathemati ians of the fa ulty, with the anniversary and wishes them ontinued
reative su ess.

